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Keep us in the loop

Please tell us when Netting Centre contacts change. This helps you because we will offer
training and allows us to respond more flexibly to requests requiring authorisation.

Refer us

Like Coprocess? Then do please mention us to your contacts at other companies, banks,
consultants. Sorry, no free steak knives! Just our gratitude. We are always very pleased to be
offered new content for the website, such things as case studies, allowing the use of your
company logo, endorsements, how to's, FAQ's? Anything that helped your company will likely
help others too. So, thank you if you can.

 

Make more of Coprocess

Clients often start with us by moving legacy processes or later, after starting in one way of
working, change processes and introduce new functions. Company mergers are another source
of change. Talk to your Account Manager. Stefan for Scandinavia, Daniel for French and
German speaking clients, Colin for the Americas and Keith for RoW including Ireland, UK,
Netherlands, Asia. Why not take a look at our Modules page to see what is available?

Stefan Larson

Scandinavian clients
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Daniel Cugni

French and German speaking clients

Colin Randall

Americas clients

Keith Harris

Rest of World clients (including Ireland, UK, Netherlands, Asia)

 

 

Coprocess Forum

Please do log in to the Coprocess Forum to read the latest news on the system, upgrades and
netting regulations, amongst other things. Contributions to the netting regulations are especially
welcome as we receive many enquiries about the various countries.

Partners

Coprocess is delighted to have several partners already. Two international banks and three
treasury outsource companies. Working with partner companies is good for partners, Coprocess
and clients. If there is a partner you would like to work with, please do let us know.
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